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11 of a possible 20 points                                                          *** of a possible ***** 

 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

Points 

1          Direction: Phillip Noyce 

2          Editing: Barry Alexander Brown 

1          Cinematography: Ross Emery   2nd Unit DPs: Michael Swan, Joe Anderson 

             Still Photography: David Bloomer 

1           Lighting: Judd Hillman, Jackie Liao, Alexander Koehl 

             Special Visual Effects: Mark Breakspear, Paul Graff, Robert Grasmere, 

                                                      Jep Hill, Preeya Kalidas, Gong Myung Lee,  

                                                      Viktor Muller, Jennifer Pearson, Eric Robertson, 

                                                      Andre Steyn, Anthony Zwartouw, Alex Gezentsvey 



1           Screenplay: Michael Mitnick and Robert Weide based on the novel by 

                                    Lois Lowry 

              Script Supervision: Aparna Jayachandran, Kate Morrison 

              Music Supervision: Dana Sano 

              Music Editing: Suzana Pesic, Jay Duerr, Todd Kasow 

              Music Mixing: Tyson Lozensky 

1            Music: Marco Beltrami 

              Orchestrations: Wlad Marhulets, Jordan Seigel, Tomasz Opalka 

1            Production Design: Ed Verraux 

              Supervising Art Direction: Shira Hockman 

              Set Design: Lisa Van Velden, Malwande Sigabi 

              Set Decoration: Andrew McCarthy 

              Set Dressing: Jo Stuart Fox, Sara Hastinger 

              Costume Design: Diana Cilliers 

              Makeup: Nadine Prigg, J. Roy Helland, Thomas Nellen 

              Props: Ian Roylance, Kerry Van Lillenveld, Silke Eckard, Jos Joubert 

2            Supervising Sound Editing: Paul Hsu, Philip Stockton 

              Sound Effects: Marko Costanzo, Frank Kern 

              Sound Recording: Dale Angell, Aiden Ramos 

              Sound Mixing: Michael Barry, Nico Louw, Paul Maritsas 

1            Acting 

1            Creativity 

11 total points 

 

Cast: Jeff Bridges* (The Giver), Meryl Streep (Chief Elder), Brenton Thwaites 

(Jonas), Alexander Skarsgård (Father), Katie Holmes (Mother), Odeya Rush (j)* 

(Fiona), Cameron Monaghan (Asher), Taylor Swift (Rosemary, Giver’s daughter), 

Emma Tremblay (j) (Lily), Alexander Jillings (j) (Gabriel at twelve months), 

James Jillings (j) (Gabriel at twelve months), Jordan Nicholas Smal (j) 

(Gabriel at three months), Saige Fernandes (j) (Gabriel at six months), 

Renate Stuurman (Dinah), Vanessa Cooke (Elder), John Whitely (Elder), 

Kira Wilkinson (Chief Elder’s Assistant), Meganne Young (Bride), Thabo Rametsi 

(Robbie), Vaughn Lucas (Security Officer), Katharina Damm (Nurturer),  



Jaime Coue (Vietcong Sniper), Jefferson Mays (Voice of Community),  

Coleman Lannum (Elder), Irina Miccoli (Fiona’s Mother), Justin Miccoli  

(Chief of Security), Nick Uhas (Groom in Video) 

 

     Transferring a modern classic teen novel to the screen ought to be a daunting 

task, approached with trepidation, prudence, and meticulous pre-planning. By 

no means a paragon of adaptation, 2014’s THE GIVER falls substantially short, 

becoming one more moderately inviting high-octane totalitarian fantasy 

adventures. It fails signally as exploration of dismal consequences following 

popular banishment of nonconformity from a self-regulating society. In this 

emotionally frozen climate to press for change is criminal. Comfort is the 

highest virtue. To preserve that all inconveniences have been eliminated, 

including elderly non-producers, the physically substandard, inclement weather, 

road bumps, mountains, valleys, books of fiction, unpredictable animals, even 

romance and recollections inspiring sadness. In place of these “disturbing 

elements” is a colorlessly placid society where conversations are constrained by 

rules of acceptable expression. These are enforced through constant auditory 

and visual monitoring. In similar heavy-handed fashion, vocational channeling is 

managed through a committee of elders. That supervisory group consists 

apparently of mere puppets dancing to the tunes of a female Chief Elder, played 

with frosty bloodlessness by Meryl Streep.  

     Only one citizen of this passionless “paradise” has special privileges, the 

receiver of memory. That role is about to be transferred to young Jonas, a pale-

eyed child of mysterious parentage gifted with a talent for “seeing beyond.” 

Jonas is something of a freethinker, who might penetrate the superficial 

masking under which a fascist dictatorship rules. He only comes to realize this 

gradually. His transformation from naivete to understanding is the centerpiece 

of the story. The question it begs is what he plans to do about the oppressive 

“sameness” surrounding him. 

     Both novel and film contain internal contradictions. Uniformity is paramount 

to Jonas’s community. Yet it annually grants twelve-year-olds a celebration of 

individual differences. Patriotism is counterbalanced against regularly 

scheduled airborne supplies from outsiders, upon which the settlement 



depends. Kindness and gentleness are esteemed as much as discipline and 

eugenics. Many imposed rules are arbitrary. Some are observed mostly in the 

breach.  

     Individuals repeatedly violating “major” taboos, however, get “released,” 

something serious and final. Exactly what it comprises is unknown to a majority 

of residents, including Jonas.  

     Guided by The Giver, an official charged with preserving memories and 

accumulated learning, the boy discovers release is not banishment, exile, or 

relocation. That illumination quickly couples with news a ceremony of the same 

kind imminently awaits Gabriel, an infant currently under his foster family’s 

care. Jonas resolves to seek assistance from his mentor. Together, the two 

rebels conspire to bring back history and drama to their hermetic world, with 

Gabriel serving as catalyst and excuse for lawbreaking. 

     Will their plan work? A previous Receiver of Memory, the girl Rosemary, had 

been so overwhelmed by the gap between reality and polite fiction she had 

committed suicide. Jonas rejects that option, but is unsure he can survive the 

ordeal of reaching beyond the boundaries of his current world without a guide. 

The task may require martyrdom. Sacrifice one, save all the rest. Is this the real 

duty confronting him? 

     Noyce’s film version hurdles over the book’s careful distinctions among 

leading characters. It interposes a bland, fruitless teen infatuation, makes the 

Chief Elder and the Giver biological parents of Rosemary and younger sibling 

Jonas, and then tosses in a confrontation scene between Asher and Jonas which 

has no existence in the source novel. None of these additions enhance the 

narrative. They only serve to distract from more significant themes, diverting 

attention away from ideas to lesser mental challenges. The more relevant issue 

of whether viewers are now encountering subtle manifestations of just such 

mind-control and intolerance are sloughed off as uncommercial baggage too 

weighty for contemplation. Thus the screenplay misses the key point of the 

novel altogether: 1984 is much closer than we think. And it’s being served up in 

the guise of national security. 

     Aside from an understated performance by Jeff Bridges in the title role, cast 

members are largely either unremarkable in dramatic achievement or guilty of 



overplaying their characterizations, most notably so in the case of Meryl 

Streep’s Chief Elder. Bridges, in contrast, is firm, sensitively compassionate,  

conflicted, stretched perilously between protectiveness and honesty in a vain 

attempt to mediate between insulating rules and clarifying interrogations. 

Questions must be answered. Neither flippantly nor with mechanical efficiency. 

Even if enlightenment should lead to rebellion or self-destruction. He runs the 

risk of creating revolutionary fervor by making his successor acutely aware of 

prevailing injustice. Bridges expertly reveals the multitude of doubts riddling his 

character through hunched posture and hesitant speech, clearly weighed down 

with a combination of past failure, adult responsibility for youth, and nagging 

misgivings about how to proceed with required instruction. 

     In book and movie, refusal of security forces to ponder the morality of their  

missions points to the danger of blindly executing orders of superiors. Each 

person must accept individual responsibility for the welfare of all, a principle 

still not widely accepted. The Chief Elder, trying to avoid war, hunger, and 

robbery, replaces them with euthanasia, jingoism, clannishness, and 

compulsory public service.  

     Housing is strictly temporary, changing according to age and social 

requirements. Nothing is permanent except the Committee of Elders, the office 

of Receiver of Memory, and the presumption of necessity for benevolent 

deception. 

     Missing from the film and omnipresent in the novel are numerous indications 

of harsh punishments meted out for unorthodox behavior. Such as hard strokes 

from “the discipline wand” and unprogrammed release due to a third infraction 

of a major rule or rules. In the book, Asher, Jonas’s male friend, runs afoul of 

this stick of correction repeatedly, usually for tardiness or inappropriate word 

choice.  Both venial, insignificant errors atonable through subsequent apology. 

      Book and film alike dodge the issue of religion, notable for its complete 

absence from Lois Lowry’s fictional world. It is quite unclear how anyone 

develops a moral conscience in such a place. What is the springboard for actions 

indicating public and private generosity? On what foundation do these rest? 

Why would anybody risk calling attention to himself or herself by open display 

of unselfishness?  



     Also, differing degrees of self-knowledge, empathy, wit, personal disclosure, 

and agility are exhibited by inhabitants. Yet never explained, despite their 

crucial part in determining vocations and probable spouses. How can these 

traits co-exist with sameness? 

      Too many fragmentary glimpses and too few sustained observations lead to 

an atmosphere suffused with incremental tension. Underdeveloped characters 

maneuver ritually through a predesigned, bleak landscape. Jonas himself 

transitions from seeing solely in black-and-white to gaudy Technicolor views, a 

less rewarding shift than the director seems to believe. Neither background is 

realistically convincing.  

     Futuristic costuming is equally improbable, a hybrid of 1960s space cadet 

uniforms and classic hospital scrubs.  

     Vehicular transport, represented by bicycles with solid, spokeless wheels, is 

singularly unattractive. It’s inconceivable a nine-year-old child would 

enthusiastically look forward to receiving such a gift, sporting dull, white-walled 

wheels rimmed in basic black.   

     Structurally, Noyce’s anonymous neighborhood resembles a new town of 

post-World War II vintage with several Eino Saarinen neo-futuristic hub 

buildings thrown in for relief. Such as the observation platform and Auditorium. 

The latter looks suspiciously like a contemporary sports arena. These buildings 

clearly reflect present-day architectural aesthetics. They are no previews of 

coming attractions.      

     Rather than probing richly detailed interiors, cinematographer Ross Emery is 

content to parade audiences through exterior shots of varied topographies 

including mountain gorges, deserts, flashes of jungle, and evergreen alpine 

slopes. He fails to integrate struggling human foreground with largely static 

natural background, leaving spectators to merely gape at sudden, unanticipated 

transformations of geography. Thus cramming the entire earth into a few 

scenery shots of humans battling indifferent nature, inadvertently lending 

support to the Committee of Elders’ Controlled Environment policy.  

     Lighting varies from skillfully focused to bleary, smeary overkill, with side 

trips to puzzling holographic fuzziness. No unity of approach is evident, a 

plenitude of flash editing only complicating matters by undercutting tonal 



consistency. Images appear on the screen and leave so quickly there is 

insufficient time for them to achieve strong definition. 

     More satisfying is the sound recording across a broad spectrum of volumes. 

Sound effects are distinctively heard. Speech is balanced optimally with musical 

accompaniment. 

     THE GIVER is somewhat of a disappointment, certainly outclassed by the 

novel. It is suitable, if less than spellbinding, entertainment for teenagers and 

adults not already jaded by an onslaught of dystopic science fiction sagas. 

     THE GIVER’s special features outweigh its primary narrative in value. Best of 

these is a selection of Highlights from the Original Script Reading by members of 

the Lloyd Bridges extended family and their professional friends. These 

highlights run for forty minutes, offering an endearing view of the Bridges 

family’s commitment to the story emotionally and personally.  

     A twenty-two minute featurette titled “The Giver: From Page to Screen” 

details the serpentine process by which a project originally planned to feature 

Lloyd Bridges in the lead became the current production with Jeff Bridges 

instead. 

     “Jonas’ Harrowing Journey” is a nine and one-half minute extended scene 

originally envisioned as the movie’s climax. Overlong, it dilutes the impact of 

Lowry’s conclusion and was wisely shortened. 

     A marginally relevant “Ordinary Human” three-minute featurette ties the 

song and Ryan Tedder to the movie’s themes. 

     “Author Lois Lowry on The Giver” is a three minute plus interview with the 

writer about her perceptions of how effectively the movie dramatizes her work. 

It is more puff piece than critique. 

     For educators, a Study Guide connecting movie sequences to book passages 

should prove highly useful. 

     In fact, anything which would inspire young people to move from motion 

picture to printed page is to be highly commended in this case. Lowry’s 

estimable sentimental education tale offers plenty of rich content for adult 

readers as well as teens and should not be neglected by either group. 


